We present a search for metal absorption line systems at the highest redshifts to date using a deep (30h) VLT/X-Shooter spectrum of the z = 7.084 quasi-stellar object (QSO) ULAS J1120+0641. We detect seven intervening systems at z > 5.5, with the highest-redshift system being a C IV absorber at z = 6.51. We find tentative evidence that the mass density of C IV remains flat or declines with redshift at z < 6, while the number density of C II systems remains relatively flat over 5 < z < 7. These trends are broadly consistent with models of chemical enrichment by star formation-driven winds that include a softening of the ultraviolet background towards higher redshifts. We find a larger number of weak (W rest < 0.3Å) Mg II systems over 5.9 < z < 7.0 than predicted by a power-law fit to the number density of stronger systems. This is consistent with trends in the number density of weak Mg II systems at z 2.5, and suggests that the mechanisms that create these absorbers are already in place at z ∼ 7. Finally, we investigate the associated narrow Si IV, C IV, and N V absorbers located near the QSO redshift, and find that at least one component shows evidence of partial covering of the continuum source.
INTRODUCTION
High-redshift quasi-stellar objects (QSOs) are powerful and versatile probes for studying the both intergalactic medium (IGM) and the circum-galactic media around galaxies near the epoch of reionisation. The study of Lyman-α transmission along the line-of-sight to QSOs has revealed a rapidly evolving IGM at z ∼ 6 (e.g., Fan et al. 2006 , Becker et al. 2015b , suggesting that hydrogen reionisation may be in its final stages near that redshift (e.g., Gnedin & Fan 2006 , Mesinger 2010 , Gnedin et al. 2016 . Meanwhile, QSO near zones offer a valuable probe of the ultraviolet background (UVB) up to at least z ∼ 6 (Wyithe et al. 2014, Bolton Maselli et al. 2009 , Carilli et al. 2010 . The proximity zone of the highest-redshift known QSO, ULAS J1120+0641 (z = 7.084), has even provided hints of a partially neutral IGM and/or chemically pristine circumgalactic gas at z ∼ 7 (Mortlock et al. 2011 , Bolton et al. 2011 , Greig et al. 2016 ; but see Bosman & Becker 2015 , Keating et al. 2015 .
Metal absorption lines tend to trace the metal-enriched gas located around galaxies, and thus probe a different mass and density regime than the Lyman-α forest and near zones. Metal lines provide insight into star formation and feedback processes, and also offer a means to study galaxies that are too faint to detect in emission. In addition, the elemental abundances in metal absorbers provide crucial information on the nature of the earliest stellar populations. Our 30-hour VLT/X-SHOOTER spectrum of ULAS J1120+0641. Prominent emission lines are marked assuming a systemic redshift of z = 7.084. The spectrum is plotted using 10 km s −1 pixels. Areas of overlap between the arms of the spectrograph, as well as regions affected by sky residuals with SNR too poor to allow for the metal search to be conducted are highlighted in grey. To demonstrate the mean SNR, individual pixels affected by skylines have not been plotted. The error spectrum is binned (but not rescaled) in bins of 50 km s −1 to avoid crowding the plot with skylines. Some absorption systems can be seen, for instance near the C IV broad emission line.
A number of studies have have now traced metal enrichment out to z ∼ 6 using both highly ionized (C IV, Si IV) and low-ionization (e.g., C II , O I, and Mg II ) species (RyanWeber et al. 2006 (RyanWeber et al. , 2009 Simcoe 2006; Simcoe et al. 2011; Becker et al. 2009 Becker et al. , 2011 Matejek & Simcoe 2012; Matejek et al. 2013 , D'Odorico et al. 2013 . For Mg II , the redshift frontier has recently been pushed back to z = 7 (Chen et al. 2016) . Meanwhile, numerical simulations have explored the effects of varying star formation histories, early galaxy feedback mechanisms, and the effect of a declining ultraviolet background (UVB) on the number density and ionisation state of metal absorbers (e.g., Oppenheimer et al. 2009 , Finlator et al. 2015 , Keating et al. 2016 . A recent review of this subject can be found in Becker et al. (2015a) .
The incidence rate of both highly ionized and lowionization species is observed to evolve with redshift, although the rate of the evolution is still somewhat unclear. For example, the incidence rate of C IV appears to decrease from z = 1.5 to z = 3.5 and may decrease faster with redshift above z = 4.5, falling by a factor of ∼ 10 over the entire range (D'Odorico et al. 2013 ). This has been interpreted as the result of ongoing carbon enrichment in the vicinity of galaxies due to outflows (e.g., Oppenheimer & Davé 2006) as well as a possible softening of the UVB towards higher redshift, which impacts the ionization state of carbon (Oppenheimer et al. 2009; Keating et al. 2014) .
The abundance of low-ionisation metals such as C II and O I is also observed to decrease with redshift over 1.5 < z < 5.5; however, there have been indications that the volume density of O I systems might be stabilising or even increasing at z 6 ). This trend may be linked to an evolution in the UVB and in the physical densities of metal-enriched gas in ways that tend to favour lower ionisation states at higher redshifts, even while the overall metal enrichment is lower. Simulations have supported this view (e.g. Finlator et al. 2015 Finlator et al. , 2016 Oppenheimer et al. 2009) , and predict that C II systems might become equally or more abundant than C IV systems at z 8.
Mg II has been used extensively to probe metal-enriched gas at lower redshifts (z 2.5) (e.g., Weymann et al. 1979; Churchill et al. 1999; Nestor et al. 2005; Lundgren et al. 2009; Weiner et al. 2009; Chen et al. 2010 , Ménard et al. 2011 Churchill et al. 2013a,b; Mathes et al. 2017) . At higher redshifts, infrared surveys by (Matejek & Simcoe 2012 ) and (Chen et al. 2016) have revealed that strong (rest-frame equivalent width W > 1.0Å) absorbers decline with redshift at a rate similar to the global star formation rate, whereas weaker (0.3 < W < 1.0Å) systems show little or no decline over 0.4 < z < 7. These observations, along with comparative studies of absorber and galaxy properties, have led to the hypothesis that strong Mg II systems trace transient phenomena, such as metal-enriched outflows, that track the global star-formation rate, while weak Mg II systems may be more often associated with inflows, or arise from the fragments of older star-formation-driven winds (see summaries in Matejek et al. 2013; and Mathes et al. 2017) .
The goal of this paper is to provide a sensitive survey for metal lines out to z = 7. Towards this aim, we have acquired a deep Very Large Telescope (VLT) X-Shooter spectrum of ULAS J1120+0641 (hereafter J1120; Mortlock et al. 2011) which, at a redshift of z = 7.0842 ± 0.0004, (Venemans et al. 2012) , is curently the most distant known QSO. In terms of its UV continuum, it is also one of the most luminous known QSOs at z > 6.0, making it an excellent target for spectroscopic follow-up, and a powerful probe of metal absorbers beyond redshift six. For C IV and C II these are the first observations of intervening metal lines out to z = 7, while for Mg II we probe considerably lower equivalent widths than previous studies.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. We describe our X-Shooter spectrum of J1120 in Section 2, and our methodology for identifying and measuring intervening metal absorption lines in Section 3, which also outlines the analysis techniques used for extracting number densities, column density distribution functions, and cosmic mass fractions. Our results are presented in Section 4, in which the implications for C IV, Mg II and C II are analysed in turn and compared to results at lower redshifts and predictions from Figure 2. C IV completeness as a function of column density. Each point was obtained by inserting an artificial C IV doublet at a randomly chosen redshift over 5.3 < z < 7.0 (as plotted in Figure 5 ) 1000 times, and attempting recovery with the automated line detection algorithm described in Section 3. The '+', 'x', and ' * ' symbols denote results for b = 15, 20, and 30 km s −1 , respectively. Completeness estimates over 6.2 < z < 7.0, over which the fitting is done, are similar. numerical simulations. The last part of Section 4 presents evidence for partial covering of the QSO line-of-sight by associated absorbers in C IV and N V. A summary of our results is given in Section 5. Figure 4 . Mg II completeness as a function of column density. Range searched extends over 5.9 < z < 7.0. Symbols are as in Figure 2 .
DATA
We obtained a 30-hour VLT/X-Shooter spectrum of J1120 in observations spanning March 2011 to April 2014.
1 The data were reduce using a suite of custom idl (Interactive Data Language 2 ) routines. Individual exposures were flat-fielded and sky-subtracted using the optimal method described by Kelson (2003) . Relative flux calibration was applied to the two-dimensional frames using response curves derived from standard stars. A single one-dimensional spectrum using 10 km s −1 bins was then optimally extracted from all exposures simultaneously. Telluric correction was performed using SkyCalc 3 atmospheric transmission models. Absolute flux calibration was performed by scaling the corrected spectrum to match the VLT/FORS2 and GNIRS spectra of J1120 obtained by Mortlock et al. (2011) . For the absorption lines analysis, the region redward of the the Lyα forest was normalized using a slowly-varying spline fit. Slit widths of 0. 9 were used in the VIS and NIR arms, giving nominal resolutions of R = 7450 and 5300, respectively. Inspection of the telluric absorption lines, however, indicated that the true mean resolution was somewhat better, R 10000 and 7000, consistent with a typical seeing FWHM 0. 7.
The combined, flux-calibrated spectrum is shown in Figure 1 . The continuum signal-to-noise ratio spans S/N ∼ 10 to 50 per 10 km s −1 pixel outside of regions strong affected by the atmosphere. Notably, the residuals from strong sky emission lines tend to exceed the estimates from the formal error array. This appears to be at least partly due to the fact that the projected slit width in the raw frames changes very slightly from one end of the slit to the other. This makes it difficult to model the sky purely as a function of wavelength, and requires an additional fit in the spatial direction. For this we used a variable low-order polynomial; however, nonPoisson residuals still remained for strong lines. We there- fore treat regions affected by skylines with caution in our analysis.
SEARCH METHOD
Unlike searches for metal absorption lines at low redshift, where the Lyman-α forest provides a guide as to the redshifts of intervening systems, the onset of nearly complete Lyα absorption at z 5.5 means we are forced to rely solely on the metal lines themselves for identification. For this reason we use a modified version of the detection technique used by Becker et al. (2009 Becker et al. ( , 2011 , wherein multiple lines are identified with an absorber at a single redshift based on their relative wavelength and optical depth ratios. This process is straightforward for doublets such as C IV λλ1548, 1551 and Mg II λλ2796, 2804, multiple lines of the same species (as for Fe II), and single lines that commonly arise from the same absorber (e.g., C II λ1334 and O I λ1302). The final search consisted of the ions listed in Table 1 . The search window extended from λ = 22750Å down to 9838Å (i.e., the onset of the Lyα forest). Wavelengths affected by strong telluric absorption were masked. The redshift range over which we searched for each ion is shown in Figure 5 . We used a two-step process to perform the initial line detection. First, all lines with τ 0.3 were identified visually. A second, automatic line identification procedure was then applied. The automatic algorithm used an inverted Gaussian template, with two free parameters for the depth and width. At regularly spaced intervals in velocity ∆v = 20 km s −1 , this template was fit to a small region of the spec- trum, iteratively rejecting pixels that exceeding a 2σ clipping threshold.
To aid identification, preliminary column densities were derived using the apparent optical depth formula (Savage & Sembach 1991) in which the optical depth τ is related to the observed flux intensity, F , and the continuum intensity, F0, as
The ionic column density, Ni, for a pixel of optical depth τi is then derived as
where f is the oscillator strength of the relevant ion transition, λ0 is its wavelength, e the electron charge and me is the electron mass. Column densities are quoted in units of cm −2 throughout. The column density thresholds for detection, given in Table 2 , were chosen so that the number of false detections, following the criteria described below, was either zero or had reached a baseline level driven by bad pixels, where a candidate detection was easily eliminated by visual inspection. These thresholds typically corresponds to column densities where we are ∼30 per cent complete. In addition, we required the flux decrement across the selected absorption features to be significant to at least 5 σ based on the noise array.
For positively identified systems, final column density and Doppler b parameters (in km s −1 ) were obtained by fitting Voigt profiles using the fitting program vpfit (Carswell & Webb 2014) . This also allowed us to introduce a variable power-law correction to the continuum for each line. The detected systems were all initially fit using a single velocity component. Three systems show evidence of more complex kinematics, and for these we also performed multiple component fits, as shown in the Appendix. The multiple component fits were typically poorly constrained due to the noise levels and resolution of the data; however, in all cases the sum value of the column densities of the individual components falls within the error bounds for the single component fits, which are given in Table 3 . Where required, we computed upper limits for the column density of the undetected ions in identified intervening systems by inserting increasingly strong artificial lines near the corresponding redshift. An offset equal to the Doppler parameter of the detected ions in the system was chosen to mitigate the effect of potential absorption lines just below the detection threshold. The upper limit corresponds to the weakest injected line which would still be detected independently from associated ions, using the same detection criteria near that wavelength.
Detection completeness was evaluated by inserting mock absorbers of each metallic species into the spectrum and attempting to recover them over a range of velocity width parameters and column densities. The redshift ranges probed are the ones shown in Figure for the most common species C IV , Mg II , C II and Si IV , and b = 30 km s −1 for less common species. For each combination of b and N , a redshift from the probed range is chosen at random, then an absorption line with those parameters is injected in the spectrum. The search algorithm is then run to attempt to recover the artificial line at 5σ significance based on the error array and at a threshold higher than that of the false positives (see next paragraph). Example results are shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4 for C IV , C II , and Mg II , respectively. We find that we are able to detect > 30 per cent of C IV absorbers of column density log(N/cm −2 ) = 13.1 and > 95 per cent at log(N/cm −2 ) = 13.7, for b = 15 km s −1 . Due to the higher oscillator strength of the ion, we are sensitive to 30% of Si IV systems with log(N/cm −2 ) = 12.7 and > 95 per cent of those with log(N/cm −2 ) 13.3 with Doppler parameter b = 15 km s −1 . Similarly, we are able to detect > 30% per cent of Mg II absorbers of column density log(N/cm −2 ) = 12.5 and > 95 per cent at log(N/cm −2 ) = 12.9 for b = 15 km s −1 .
To mitigate contamination from false positives, we chose a column density threshold for each species above which de- Table 3 . Intervening systems along the ULAS J1120+0641 line-of-sight. A dash '-' in the column density column indicates that the ion would occur outside of the range probed by our spectrum. Upper limits are given for non-detections. Doppler parameters of less than 15 km s −1 indicate that the absorption feature is unresolved with X-Shooter.
6.51511 13.25 a ± 0.06 12 ± 8 < 13.0 < 12.0 < 12.3 < 12.7 < 11.9 6.40671 < 13.1 12.8 ± 0.2 9 ± 6 < 11.6 13.4 ± 0.4 < 12.1 < 12.0 6.21845 < 13.2 12.57 ± 0.07 12 ± 9 < 11.7 -< 12.4 < 11.9 6.1711
13.67 ± 0.03 57 ± 6 13.4 ± 0.6 19 ± 5 < 11.8 -12.7 ± 0.2 13.2 ± 0.4 5.9507 < 13.2 13.1 ± 0.1 42 ± 3 < 12.0 -12.8 ± 0.1 13.2 ± 0.2 5.79539
13.97 ± 0.03 40 ± 2 --< 12.0 -< 11.5 < 13.1 5.50793 < 12.7 13.37 ± 0.04 49 ± 5 --13.1 ± 0.1 13.5 ± 0.1 4.47260 --12.89 ± 0.04 13 ± 2 < 11.6 -< 11.7 -2.80961 --12.81 ± 0.06 12 ± 4 < 11.8 ---a This column density is for the Voigt profile fit to the region in Figure A1 that is uncontaminated by skyline residuals in both C IV transitions. Integrating the apparent optical depths over the full λ1548 profile gives log N C IV /cm −2 = 13.46 ± 0.04.
tections are considered to be reliable. We determined this threshold by estimating the number of false positives, for a range of ions and column densities, by (i) inserting artificial doublets with incorrect optical depths ratios, based on relative oscillator strengths of the transitions and re-running the detection algorithm to check that no such systems are picked up as valid detections; (ii) inserting artificial doublets with slightly (∼ 20%) incorrect velocity spacing to check the code's sensitivity to spurious interlopers, (iii) searching for doublets with incorrect velocity spacing which should not exist, to check that the code does not pick up chance alignments of noise fluctuations, and (iv) inverting the sign of the Gaussian template to look for spurious lines in emission, and checking that no such features are detected above the chosen column density thresholds. Finally, we ran the code on wavelength ranges visibly devoid of absorbers to check the results were in good agreement with visual inspection.
RESULTS

Overview
In total we detect twelve absorption systems. Nine of these are intervening, and seven of these intervening systems are located at z > 5.5. We identify three associated absorbers within 3000 km s −1 of the QSO redshift. We do not include these three systems in out main sample; however, two of the absorbers, which appear to be associated with the QSO itself, are analysed further in Section 4.6. A summary of the absorber properties is given in Table 3 .
Plots of the intervening systems can be found in the appendix. The two systems at z < 5.5 are detected through Mg II only, with tight upper limits on Mg I. No other ions are covered over this redshift range. Meanwhile the seven z > 5.5 objects display a wide range of ionic ratios, with five of them displaying Mg II and three of them displaying C IV up to a redshift of z = 6.515, currently the highest redshift detection of an intervening metal absorber along a QSO line-of-sight. Fe II and Si II are found in systems located at z = 5.508, 5.950, and z = 6.1714, while C II is detected with Mg II at z = 6.406. Notably, our spectral coverage would allow us to detect Si IV systems located at z > 6.0, but none are detected.
Finally, no low-ionisation absorbers are seen in the redshift interval where O I would be detected. We therefore find no apparent overabundance of O I along this line-of-sight, despite indications that such systems might become more common at higher redshifts (Becker et al. 2011 ). This may be due to scatter between lines-of-sight and a narrow visibility interval (6.6 < z < 7.0, corresponding to an absorption path length ∆X = 2.0). On the other hand, we do detect a significant number of Mg II systems at z > 5.9, as discussed below.
Statistics
We compute a range of standard statistics for different metal species. The number density of absorbers is computed alternately per unit redshift, ∆z, and per unit absorption path length, ∆X, where (Bahcall & Peebles 1969) . The column density distribution function (CDDF),
can be integrated to obtain the cosmic mass density for a species, usually expressed as a fraction of the critical mass density, ρcrit = 1.88 × 10 −29 h 2 g cm −3 , as
In practice the mass fraction is computed over a limited range of column densities. We correct for completeness when computing these quantities, as described below. and J1120 line-of-sight) and z > 6.2 (black, this work). Power-law fits are shown as dashed lines. Given our pathlength and completeness, the detection of only a single system in our data, with column density log(N C IV /cm −2 ) = 13.25, is consistent with the column density distribution at z ∼ 5.5, but marginally inconsistent with the z ∼ 4.5 distribution. The black upper limits correspond to 84 per cent single-sided Poisson uncertainties (Gehrels 1986 ). The gray contours show the 68% confidence fit to the column density distribution (see text and law whose slope is roughly consistent across 1.5 < z < 5.5; however, the normalisation of the power law falls by a factor of ∼10 with redshift over the same range (D'Odorico et al. 2013 ). On the modeling side, this has been interpreted as the result of ongoing carbon enrichment in the vicinity of the host galaxies, coupled with a softening of the UVB towards higher redshifts (e.g., Oppenheimer et al. 2009; Oppenheimer et al. 2009; Finlator et al. 2015 Finlator et al. , 2016 .
We use the J1120 line-of-sight to assess whether the observed decline in ΩC IV continues at z > 6.2, the highest redshift probed by earlier surveys. Our C IV search above this redshift extends over 6.2 < z < 7.0, corresponding to ∆X = 4.0. We find only one C IV absorber in this range, at z = 6.515. The blue edge of the λ1551 profile is affected by skyline residuals ( Figure A1) . A Voigt profile fit to the the velocity range uncontaminated in both doublet transitions gives log N = 13.25 ± 0.06. Integrating the optical depths over the full apparent λ1548 profile and applying equation (2), however, gives log N = 13.46 ± 0.06. In what follows we will general take the lower column density for this system, but we note how our results would change if we adopted the higher value. We also detect two intervening C IV systems at z < 6.2. These detections are consistent with previous number density estimates in the literature, but does not provide significant additional constraints since this redshift range has been previously targeted by more extensive surveys.
The constraints which can be obtained from a single detection are naturally weak. Nevertheless, we explore what constraints can be placed on the C IV column density distribution and comoving mass density from our data. Our binned column density results, corrected for completeness, Mass fraction of C IV with redshift, including only strong absorption systems (13.4 < log(N C IV /cm −2 ) < 15.0). Our constraints are based on integrating over this column density range after using one detections with log(N C IV /cm −2 ) = 13.46 (and the lack of other detections) to put constraints the underlying CDDF slope. Contours correspond to 68%, 95% and 99% credible regions. The fit is made over 6.2 < z < 7.0 and log N > 13.1, corresponding to our sensitivity threshold. Flat priors on α and log N 0 are adopted (see text).
are shown in Figure 6 . We also show lower-redshift data from D' Odorico et al. (2013) , along with power-law fits 4 of the form
We use a value of log N0 = 13.5. We are roughly consistent with the column distribution of absorbers at 5.3 < z < 6.2.
To obtain constraints on ΩC IV, we fit the column density distribution using a maximum-likelihood approach that jointly constrains the amplitude and slope of the column density distribution. We define the likelihood function to be
where Pn is the Poisson probability of observing the total number of systems in our sample, and Pi is the probability of obtaining the the i th column density. All values are corrected for completeness. For each value of α Pi is taken from a distribution where f0 has been chosen such that the expected mean number of systems is equal to the observed number. Previous works have used a maximum likelihood approach to fit the slope, and then scaled the amplitude of the distribution assuming Poisson statistics (e.g., Matejek & Simcoe 2012). The advantage of the present approach is that it properly accounts for the degeneracy between α and f0, which is particularly important for small samples, and does so without binning the data. We verified that our approach recovers appropriate best-fit values and credible intervals using mock samples. We adopt a flat prior on α of −4 α 0, which is equivalent to assuming that the distribution has not evolved dramatically from z ∼ 5.5, for which D'Odorico et al. 2013 find α 1.4. We fit over column densities log NC IV 13.1, and use our completeness function for b = 15 km s −1 . The posterior distribution for α and f0 is shown in Figure 8 . The marginalised constraints on individual parameters are log f0 = −13.84 +0.38 −0.52 and α > 2.32 at 68% confidence (credible interval). We use equation (5) to convert these results into constrains on ΩC IV. Integrating over 13.4 log NC IV 15.0, we find log ΩC IV = −8.7 +0.5 −1.5 . Here, log ΩC IV = −8.7 is the probability-weighted mean value; the value with the maximum probability is log ΩC IV = −9.4. Repeating the analysis using log NC IV = 13.46 for the system at z = 6.515, we find log ΩC IV = −8.5 +0.7 −1.4 . The value at the peak probability is log ΩC IV = −8.9. Adopting the higher column density naturally produces a higher ΩC IV, although the upper and lower limits increase only by a factor of two. Since we are only considering a finite range in α, only the upper bound on ΩC IV should be considered reliable. We plot this value in Figure 7 adopting the more conservative bound based on log NC IV, 6.515 = 13.46 at z = 6.515. Our results are consistent with a continuing decline in ΩC IV with redshift (Figure 7) , albeit with large errors. The implications of this result are discussed briefly in the next section. We note that models with increasingly negative α become indistinguishable; this is a consequence of the intrinsic degeneracy arising from fitting our data with a power law, and is reflected in the contours in Figure 8 .
C II
Our sole C II detection occurs at z abs = 6.4067, and is identified via coincidence with Mg II absorption. The column density is log NC II = 13.4 ± 0.4, where our completeness is ∼90 per cent. Becker et al. 2011 find an incidence rate of dn/dX ≈ 0.25 at 5.3 < z < 6.4 using data of comparable quality to our spectrum of J1120 (although the system here is at the lower end of the range of NC II in that study).
5 For a non-evolving population we would expect to detect ∼1 system over our C II pathlength of ∆X = 3.9. Our data thus presents tentative evidence that the number density of low-ionisation systems remains roughly constant 6 over 5 < z < 7, which is in turn similar to the number of low-ionisation systems traced by neutral hydrogen absorbers with column densities log NH I 19.0 (damped Lyman-α (DLA) and sub-DLA absorbers) over 3 < z < 5.
Although the statistical claims that can be made from a single line-of-sight are naturally limited, our data point to an evolution in carbon over 6 z 7 where the mass density of highly ionised C IV declines with redshift while the number density of low-ionisation absorbers traced by C II remains roughly constant. This is broadly consistent with recent numerical models of chemical enrichment by star formation-driven galactic winds where the metals occupy increasingly higher densities and are exposed to an increasingly softer, spatially fluctuating ionizing background towards higher redshift (e.g., Oppenheimer et al. 2009; Finlator et al. 2015 Finlator et al. , 2016 . Significant numerical challenges remain in modeling these absorbers (e.g., Keating et al. 2016; Chen et al. 2016) ; however, the data presented here should provide additional leverage for testing numerical models in terms of their redshift evolution.
Mg II
Our deep X-Shooter spectrum is the first to be highly sensitive to very weak (W < 0.3) Mg II systems out to z = 7. We searched for lines over 2.5 < z < 7.0 with gaps around 3.9 < z < 4.1 and 5.6 < z < 5.9 due to telluric absorption (see Fig. 3 ). We detect five Mg II systems at z > 5.5 (four at z > 5.9), all of which have W < 0.5Å, and three of which show additional low-ionisation ions (see Table 3 ).
The equivalent width distribution of Mg II absorbers has been shown (e.g., Nestor et al. 2005 ) to be well described by an exponential function of the form
at least for W > 0.3Å, a point we will return to below. The scale factor W * peaks at z ∼ 2.5. Using the bestfit parameters from the highest redshift bin of Chen et al. (2016) (W * = 0.50Å, N * = 2.51 over 6.00 < z < 7.08; see Figure 9 ), the expected number of systems along the J1120 line-of-sight with W > 1Å over 5.9 < z < 7.0 is ∼0.4, consistent with our non-detection of strong systems. We note that, unlike absorption doublets, singlet species such as C II cannot be identified on their own. Without the Lyman-α forest to flag potential low-ionisation absorbers via their H I absorption, these ions must be identified via coincidence with other metal lines. In this sense, we caution that the detection method for C II is not consistent across surveys. Becker et al. 2011 lacked the near-infrared coverage to detect Mg II, and searched for C II based on coincidence with Si II and O I, while our C II system was detected concurrently with Mg II. Care may therefore need to be taken when evaluating trends in C II between different studies. 6 Although see Becker et al. 2011 , who find that the incidence rate of low-ionization systems may increase at z 5.7. 7 Chen et al. (2016) Chen et al. (2016) . The solid line is our fit to the distribution over 5.9 < z < 7.0 using the combined datasets. The shaded region is the 68 per cent credible region in the fit. As discussed in the text, a single power law may not provide a sufficient description of the equivalent width distribution over the full range in W . Figure 10 . Posterior distribution of the Mg II distribution function parameters. The best fitting parameters are indicated by a black diamond, with black contours corresponding to 68%, 95% and 99% highest posterior density regions. The fit is made over 5.9 < z < 7.0 (see text). Best fit parameters obtained by Chen et al. (2016) at z = 2. 52, 3.46, 4.80, 6 .28 are shown as coloured diamonds. Our measurement is in 2σ tension with previous work at the same redshift.
For the same fit, however, we would expect to detect only ∼0.6 systems with W < 0.3Å, given our completeness, whereas we detect four (all with W > 0.9Å; see Table 4 We re-evaluate the distribution of Mg II systems at z > 5.9 by combining our data with those of Chen et al. (2016) excluding their J1120 line-of-sight. The Chen et al. (2016) sample is less sensitive but contains more lines of sight at z > 6, and therefore better constrains the the high-W end of the distribution. We use a maximum-likelihood, full Bayesian approach to constrain W * and N * similar to the one described in Section 4.3. Here, the combined likelihood function is given by
where Pn is the Poisson probability of detecting the total number of lines in our sample, and Pi is the probability of obtaining the i th equivalent width. We use a redshift path-weighted mean completeness function that combines our J1120 data with the remainder of the sightlines from Chen et al. (2016) . The four Mg II systems in our sample are combined with seven from Chen et al. (2016) for a total of n = 11. The fit is then performed over 0.05Å < W < 5.0Å.
Our two-dimensional posterior is shown in Figure 10 . We find best-fitting values of W * = 0.25
+1.75 −1.78 , where the errors are 68 per cent marginalized credible regions. The combined best-fit values of Chen et al. (2016) , which used only stronger systems, are excluded at the ∼93 per cent level (Figure 10 ). It is not clear, moreover, that a single exponential provides a good fit over the full range of equivalent width. With our best-fit parameters, for example, we would expect to detect ∼1.5 systems with W < 0.3Å, given our completeness, whereas we detect four, which would have a ∼5 per cent probability of occurring by chance for purely Poisson statistics. These tensions may reflect a steepening of the equivalent width distribution at low equivalent widths. Indeed, Nestor et al. (2005) , using observations by Churchill et al. (1999) , first pointed out that the equivalent width distribution of Mg II is more complicated than a single power law. They fit a double exponential over 0.4 < z < 1.4, finding an upturn in the number density of systems below W = 0.3Å. More recently, Mathes et al. (2017) used a Schechter function to fit the equivalent width distribution at z < 2.6, finding an exponential cut-off near W ∼ 2Å.
Following Kacprzak et al. (2011) 
which now depends on 3 parameters {W * , α, Φ * }. Unsurprisingly, the fit is highly unconstrained when all three parameters are allowed to vary. We nevertheless can investigate whether there is evidence of evolution compared to low redshift by fixing W * = 2Å, in agreement with the results of Mathes et al. (2017) over the range 0.14 < z < 2.64.This yields best-fit values of Φ * (dN/dz) = 0.43
−0.21 , in agreement with lower redshift values 8 ; and α = −1.69 ± 0.32, in ∼ 2σ tension with z < 2.6 results. We plot this fit in Figure 11 .
While the distribution function of Mg II has not been probed in the weak regime at intermediate redshifts (2.5 z 6), the apparently high number of weak Mg II systems we detect plausibly reflects complexity in the shape of the equivalent width distribution similar to what is seen at lower redshifts (z 2.5). In terms of their physical properties, weak Mg II systems may not have the same origin at all redshifts. Even so, it is possible that these weak systems at z ∼ 6-7 are associated with accreting gas and/or the cooling remnants of previous metal-enriched outflows, as has been suggested for weak systems at z 2.5 (see discussion in Mathes et al. 2017 ).
Associated Absorbers
In addition to intervening absorbers along the line-of-sight to J1120, we analysed absorbers close to the redshift of the QSO. We find three such systems, located at −2530, −1100 and −920 km s −1 blueward of the systemic redshift. The strongest system, at −1100 km s −1 , was identified in C IV and N V in the discovery spectrum by Mortlock et al. (2011) . The two remaining systems, as well as the Si IV in the strongest system, are newly identified here. The system at z = 7.01652 (2530 kms −1 from the QSO's systemic redshift) contains weak C IV absorption and can be seen in Figure A10 . The two highest-redshift systems, at z = 7.05540 and z = 7.06001, consist of C IV and N V, as well as Si IV absorption in the former.
9
The associated systems at z 7.06 display unusual absorption profiles, as the apparent optical depths of the C IV and N V doublets are in ratios τ1548/τ1550 = 1.32, τ1238/τ1242 = 1.21, respectively, for the z = 7.060 system and τ1548/τ1550 = 1.05, τ1238/τ1242 = 1.15 for the z = 7.055 system. While saturation can drive the equivalent width ratios below the canonical value of 2:1 expected for optically thin lines, for the z = 7.055 system the large residual flux (∼ 40 per cent) makes it unlikely that saturation is the only effect (see Figures 11 and 12) . Two plausible explanations of the peculiar ratio of the doublets are (i) the intervening system contains a column density of C IV and N V sufficient for saturated absorption, but covers only a fraction of the continuum source -partial covering, or (ii) the absorption feature is composed of multiple unresolved components, each individually saturated and located close enough in velocity space to appear blended.
The vpfit program was adjusted to test the relative goodness of fit provided by these two possibilities. To test partial covering, an additional variable representing the covering fraction of the continuum was added to the fit. The C IV, N V and Si IV lines were fit simultaneously, with the covering fraction, redshift and Doppler parameter of each component constrained to be the same for all ions. Multiple narrow absorbers, on the other hand, were fit by modifying the initial conditions of the fit to contain two narrow absorbers for each absorption line. The starting values of the Doppler parameters were initially forced to be b < 7 km s −1 . After letting the fit converge this condition was relaxed and the fit was re-run. Component redshifts and Doppler parameters were once again tied between ions. In both these fitting techniques, we introduced an extra 'slope' parameter over each fitting window to allow for adjustments to the continuum normalisation.
Narrow absorbers and partial covering provide comparably good fits to the data, both improving upon naive single-component fits (Table 5 ). The best-fit partial covering for the z = 7.055 system is 42 ± 2 per cent (see Table 6 ), with a χ 2 per degree of freedom integrated over all components of 2.641. In both this fit and the alternative, the χ 2 is driven primarily by the Si IV doublet, which may suggest that the noise in the Si IV line exceeds the estimate in the error array (see Figure 12) . Omitting Si IV , the reduced χ 2 is 1.736. Multiple unresolved absorbers provide a similarly good fit to the data, but the column density of one of the components is highly unconstrained for all ions (Table 7) . The χ 2 per degree of freedom of the fit is 2.656, dominated again by the Si IV doublet, or 1.772 when omitting Si IV .
9 The fact that these systems occur blueward of the QSO redshift yet the C IV lines fall on the red side of the C IV emission line (Figure 1 ) reflects the extreme blueshift of this object's C IV emission line, noted by Mortlock et al. (2011) . (Table 6 ). Thin lines show fits without partial covering (Table 5 ). The locations of Lyman-α for these components are indicated with tick marks in the bottom panel. Figure 13 . Same as Figure 12 , but here the thick continuous lines show fits using multiple, unresolved components for the system at z = 7.055 (Table 7 ). The velocities of the components are indicated with vertical tick marks.
The χ 2 results do not allow one model to be definitely preferred over the other. The multiple component model, however, may be less viable on physical grounds. Using b = 2kT /m, a b-parameter of 2.7 kms −1 (4.3 kms −1 at the 1σ upper limit) would set an upper limit on the temperature of the C IV gas of T 5000K (T 12000K), which is potentially problematic if the gas is photo-ionised by the QSO. Partial covering in associated narrow QSO absorbers, on the other hand, is a well-documented phenomenon (Misawa et al. 2007; Wu et al. 2010; Simon et al. 2012; D'Odorico et al. 2004) .
The partial covering hypothesis, if correct, could have significant implications for the proximity zone of J1120. As noted by Simcoe et al. (2012) , Lyman-α at the redshift of these metal absorbers is unsaturated -our spectrum confirms this. Lack of saturation would normally indicate that the H I column density is too low to be optically thick to ionizing photons (log NH I < 17.2). If partial covering is a factor, however, then optically thick H I may indeed be present, but suppressing only part of the QSO continuum. This is more likely for the component at z = 7.055, which contains Si IV and is probably less highly ionized than the component at z = 7.060. Even a partial suppression of the ionizing continuum could contribute to the apparent shortness of the proximity zone noted by Mortlock et al. (2011) . While it is difficult to know whether this scenario is correct for J1120, it may be of interest as data for further QSOs at z > 7 are obtained.
SUMMARY
We have used a deep (30h) X-Shooter spectrum of the z = 7.084 QSO ULAS J1120+0641 to probe absorption by multiple metal species up to the highest redshifts to date. We find seven intervening systems in the range 5.5 < z < 7.0 and three associated systems. The intervening systems span a wide range of ionic compositions and velocity profiles. Our main results are: (i) We detect a single C IV system at z > 6.2, which is a relatively weak absorber (log NCIV = 13.25 ± 0.06) at z = 6.51. Using a maximum likelihood method to set limits on the column density distribution, we demonstrate that the inferred comoving C IV mass density at z > 6.2 is consistent with a continuous decline over 4 < z < 7, though non-evolution from z ∼ 5.5 cannot be ruled out.
(ii) We find one C II absorber over 6.3 < z < 7.0, consistent with the incidence rate of low-ionization absorbers at z ∼ 6. A decline in C IV with redshift and a relatively flat evolution in C II would be consistent with models that combine lower overall enrichment and a softer ionising background towards higher redshifts.
(iii) We identify four weak (W < 0.3Å) Mg II systems, which exceeds predictions based on an extrapolation of a power law fit to the incidence rate of stronger systems at these redshifts (Chen et al. 2016) . This is reminiscent of a similar enhancement in the number density of weak systems at z < 2.5 (e.g., Nestor et al. 2005) , which are potentially associated with inflows and/or cooling fragments of metalenriched outflows (e.g., Mathes et al. 2017 ).
(iv) We also investigate N V, C IV, and Si IV systems associated with the QSO itself. One system located ∼−1100 km s −1 blueward of the QSO shows peculiar absorption profiles in the C IV and N V doublets in terms of the relative strengths of the doublet lines. Two explanations, partial covering of the continuum source and multiple unresolved components, are tested and found to explain this effect comparably well. Multiple narrow components provide a reasonable fit; however, we argue that this scenario is physically unlikely as it would require photoionised gas within +1000km s −1 of the QSO to have a temperature T 5000 K (T 12000 K using the upper 1σ bound on b). Alternatively, a singlecomponent absorber with a covering fraction of ∼40 per cent would produce a similar line profile. In this scenario, a partially covered hydrogen Lyman limit system could also be present even though Lyman-α at the redshift of the metal absorber is not saturated. Such a scenario could potentially help explain the apparent shortness of J1120's proximity zone.
It is worth emphasizing that these results are based on only one line-of-sight. We have often estimated uncertainties using Poisson statistics, which may under-estimate the scatter between lines of sight if metal absorbers are significantly clustered at these redshifts. In addition to large-scale density variations, clustering due to fluctuations in the ionising background could also play a role. The recent discovery at z ∼ 5.5 of a contiguous ∼ 110 comoving Mpc trough of opaque Lyman-α absorption by Becker et al. (2015b) illustrates the fact that ionisation conditions in diffuse gas can be correlated over large distances at these redshifts. Nevertheless, while the information which can be gained from a single line-of-sight is limited, it provides a glimpse into the circum-galactic media of some of the earliest galaxies, and therefore into key mechanisms governing galaxy formation. Metal lines are powerful tools for studying the high redshift universe, and future studies should shed further light on the trends hinted at here. Table 5 . Best-fit parameters for the fits to associated systems using single components and no partial covering. z abs log N C IV /cm −2 log N N V /cm −2 log N Si II /cm −2 b
7.05541 ± 0.00002 13.88 ± 0.02 13.87 ± 0.03 13.34 ± 0.09 21.8 ± 1.4 7.060000 ± 0.000013 14.44 ± 0.04 14.7 ± 0.09 11.9 ± 0.5 19.3 ± 1.0 χ 2 /N dof = 2.950 χ 2 no Si IV /N dof = 2.115 Table 6 . Best-fit parameters for the fits to associated systems using single components and allowing for partial coverage of the continuum.
z abs Fcover log N C IV /cm −2 log N N V /cm −2 log N Si II /cm −2 b
7.05541 ± 0.00002 42 ± 2 per cent 14.6 ± 0.2 14.37 ± 0.11 14.2 ± 0.3 17.9 ± 1.8 7.060000 ± 0.000013 10 ± 5 per cent 14.44 ± 0.04 14.82 ± 0.12 11.9 ± 0.5 18.8 ± 1.1 χ 2 /N dof = 2.641 χ 2 no Si IV /N dof = 1.736 Table 7 . Best-fit parameters for the fits to associated systems using single components and no partial covering.
z abs log N C IV /cm −2 log N N V /cm −2 log N Si II /cm −2 b Figure A2 . Intervening system at z = 6.40671. Lines are as in Figure A1 . Figure A3 . Intervening system at z = 6.21845. Lines are as in Figure A1 . Figure A4 . Intervening system at z = 6.17110. Lines are as in Figure A1 . The thin purple lines present a possible twocomponent fit to the system, with best-fit parameters logN 1 = 13.54 ± 0.04, logN 2 = 13.18 ± 0.09 with z 1,2 = 6.1691, 6.1708. Figure A5 . Intervening system at z = 5.9507. Lines are as in Figure A1 . The thin purple lines present a possible twocomponent fit to the system, with best-fit parameters logN 1 = 12.8 ± 0.1, logN 2 = 12.9 ± 0.1 with z 1,2 = 5.9486, 5.9507. Figure A6 . Intervening system at z = 5.79539. Lines are as in Figure A1 . Figure A7 . Intervening system at z = 5.50793. Lines are as Figure A8 . Intervening system at z = 4.47260. Lines are as in Figure A1 . Figure A9 . Intervening system at z = 2.80961. Lines are as in Figure A1 . Figure A10 . Intervening or possibly associated system at z = 7.01652. Lines are as in Figure A1 .
